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About WAWA Creations LLPAbout WAWA Creations LLP

Customised Design 

Comply 

with the relevant 

ISO and 

CE standards

HDPE Factory

Lowers the carbon 

footprint 5 times com-

pared to aluminium.

Raw Material 
Shipment by Full 

Container  

Full container capacity 
thanks to the sheet 

usage only.

Boat Building

CNC Cutting and 
HDPE Welding.

All options can be 
added or modified.  

Ready to Be 
Equipped

Electric or Thermal 
Engine and 

hardware fitting

Boating should be safe and ecofriendlyBoating should be safe and ecofriendly

→ WAWA ABA “seed of the WAWA tree” Symbols of hardiness, toughness and perseverance the seed of the Wawa tree is extremely hard just like our 

creations. In Akan culture, it is a symbol of someone who is strong and tough. It inspires the individual to persevere through hardship.

→ WAWA CREATIONS LLP is a company based in the United Kingdom who creates eco-friendly innovative and inclusive designs. We can purpose 

the full range of our knowledge to make up a Boatbulding company. Our expertise in Shipbulding, Yard Management, ISO Certifications, Naval Ar-

chitecture and Maritime Software is able to train and provide a strong technical support.

→ MODULAR SOLUTIONS. We have many options to personalise your boat  to your requirements. Because there is no need for a mould, every design 

can be different. We have the in-house expertise for the architectural design. Just contact us and we will conceptualise your design.  All our boats 

comply with the relevant ISO and CE standards.



→ → Commercial boats have to be 100% reliable in all sorts of rough conditions. Whether you’re manoeuvring in shallow waters or turbulent sea. Commercial boats have to be 100% reliable in all sorts of rough conditions. Whether you’re manoeuvring in shallow waters or turbulent sea. 
Whether you’re piloting, diving, patrolling, surveying or have a fun time. Your boat needs to be safe and durable! Whether you’re piloting, diving, patrolling, surveying or have a fun time. Your boat needs to be safe and durable! 

→ → Why do we only work with HDPE? Because it’s light and eco-friendly (100% recyclable). The major problem in the boat industry is the recycling.  Why do we only work with HDPE? Because it’s light and eco-friendly (100% recyclable). The major problem in the boat industry is the recycling.  
And using HDPE lowers the carbon footprint 5 times compared to aluminium.And using HDPE lowers the carbon footprint 5 times compared to aluminium.

→ → The old GRP is very easily damaged as are the rubber RIB tubes. One rock, one bump onto the shore and it’s game over. Not with HDPE ; a pro-The old GRP is very easily damaged as are the rubber RIB tubes. One rock, one bump onto the shore and it’s game over. Not with HDPE ; a pro-
duct unlike any other boat building material. It’s lighter than water, durable with lifespan estimated at 50 years, inert without any acid effects on the duct unlike any other boat building material. It’s lighter than water, durable with lifespan estimated at 50 years, inert without any acid effects on the 
surface and mainly because it’s indestructible. surface and mainly because it’s indestructible. 

   →    →   Low maintenance    Low maintenance    →  →  No anti-fouling required     No anti-fouling required     → →   Virtually unsinkableVirtually unsinkable

   →    →   Extremely strong     Extremely strong     → →   Cost effective      Cost effective      → →   100% recyclable 100% recyclable 

   →    →   Non-conductorNon-conductor          → →   Sound dampening     Sound dampening     → →  Fuel efficient Fuel efficient  

The toughest workboat for professionalsThe toughest workboat for professionals

Modular OptionsModular Options

→ → We have many options to personalise your boat to your requirements. We have many options to personalise your boat to your requirements.   All our models offered a modular option : All our models offered a modular option : 

 →  →   Full or half roof  Full or half roof  →  →  In-floor lashing pointsIn-floor lashing points  → →   Live bait tank  Live bait tank  → →   Rod Holders Rod Holders → →   Helm wind protection screenHelm wind protection screen

 →  →   Tables     Tables     → →   Storage boxesStorage boxes      → →   PVC teak flooring   PVC teak flooring   → →   SeatsSeats    → → Bow Boarding stepsBow Boarding steps
  
 →  → Stern anchor lockerStern anchor locker  →→  Dive ladder   Dive ladder   → → Side doors   Side doors   → → Fuel tank  Fuel tank  → → U-seat areaU-seat area

→→ HDPE is an extremely strong material ; you can hit it with a sledge hammer nothing will happen.HDPE is an extremely strong material ; you can hit it with a sledge hammer nothing will happen.

→→ HDPE is 100% recyclable, combined with a solar electric propulsion it makes it an ideal tool for your eco-resort or national park.HDPE is 100% recyclable, combined with a solar electric propulsion it makes it an ideal tool for your eco-resort or national park.

→→ HDPE has not only a very superior tensile strength but the material as well has a high buoyancy. This makes it one of the safest boat building materials.HDPE has not only a very superior tensile strength but the material as well has a high buoyancy. This makes it one of the safest boat building materials.



WAWA COASTAL CATWAWA COASTAL CAT



  →→  WAWA COASTAL CAT 6 WAWA COASTAL CAT 6 is available in different configurations : Dive Support, Work Tender or Coastal Cleaner. They are virtually is available in different configurations : Dive Support, Work Tender or Coastal Cleaner. They are virtually 
 indestructible thanks to our MadMax construction combined with the inclusive design of WAWA Creations they deprive you of any maintenance worry. indestructible thanks to our MadMax construction combined with the inclusive design of WAWA Creations they deprive you of any maintenance worry.

→→  Length Overall :   6.10 mLength Overall :   6.10 m

→→  Length Waterline :   5.80 m Length Waterline :   5.80 m 

→→  Beam of hull :   2.45 mBeam of hull :   2.45 m

→→  Draft :    0.35 mDraft :    0.35 m

→→  Empty craft weight :   1200 kg Empty craft weight :   1200 kg 

→→  Outboard Propulsion :  10 to 40 hpOutboard Propulsion :  10 to 40 hp

→→  Speed :    10 knotsSpeed :    10 knots

→→  Persons :    5 + 1Persons :    5 + 1

→→  CE Design category :  CCE Design category :  C



WAWA PLATOON 9WAWA PLATOON 9



→→  Length Overall :   9.15 mLength Overall :   9.15 m

→→  Length Waterline :   7.71 m Length Waterline :   7.71 m 

→→  Beam of hull :   2.70 mBeam of hull :   2.70 m

→→  Height :    3.04 mHeight :    3.04 m

→→  Draft :    0.56 mDraft :    0.56 m

→→  Empty craft weight :   2200 kgEmpty craft weight :   2200 kg

→→  Displacement (loaded) :  3800 kg Displacement (loaded) :  3800 kg 

→→  Outboard Propulsion :  2 x 200 hpOutboard Propulsion :  2 x 200 hp

→→  Speed :    30 knotsSpeed :    30 knots

→→  Persons :    8 + 1Persons :    8 + 1

→→  CE Design category :  CCE Design category :  C

 → → WAWA PLATOON 9 is a multipurpose multihull who need low maintenance with a high reliability. Designate to be customisable as your 
 wish it is an affordable and reliable solution with a high engine power range.



UNDER DEVELOPMENT MODELS

Iruvai as Landing Craft
Gladiator as Patrol and Survey
Praetorian as High Speed Interception



→→ Gladiator Designed for Protection, Scientific 

survey, Rescue and Surveillance missions of coastal 

or critical infrastructure such as naval bases, har-

bours , dams and terminals.

→→ Praetorian Designed to be a High-Speed 

Ferry, this design can be adapted to be a navy inter-

ceptor craft.  

→→ Iruvai Multipurpose landing craft is designed 

for the eco-resort complex or taxi boat company 

and day trip activity around the islands.





WAWA CREATIONSWAWA CREATIONS
infoinfo@@wawacreations.com wawacreations.com 
www www wawacreations wawacreations comcom

WAWA Creations Boatyard :WAWA Creations Boatyard :
  
- Thailand -- Thailand -
- Sri Lanka -- Sri Lanka -
- Singapore -- Singapore -


